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Summary. The well-known Lemaitre coordinate transformation in de Si
tter's spacetiroe, leading to an expanding Euclideanspatial metric, is obtained 
here as a particular case in a family of transformations. These transformations 
lead to non-geodesic radial world lines (except ,in the Lemaitre case) of isotropic 
expansion, with determined consequences for the metric and the acceleration 
of particles on them. 

1. LukaCevic, SVETSKE L1NUE IZOTROPNE EKSPANZUE U DE SITTER
OVOJ VASIONI - Poznata Lemetrova koordinatna transformacija, koja odreduje 
jednu euklidsku metriku u sirenju unutar de Siterove Vasione, dobijena je u 
ovom radu kao poseban slucaj jedne fam.tlfuje tr3lIlsformacija. Te transformacije 
daju radijalne svetske 1dnije (izuzev u Lemetrovom slucaju) iirrotropnog sirem.ja, 
s odredenim posledicama po metriku i ubrzanje cestica na njima. 

INTRODUCTION 

We consider, in thls paper, the de Sitter Universe in order to find 
the ra.diial world lines which expand isotropically; the choice of ;radial lines 
being .the natural conseqUlence of the spherical symmetlry of 'SUch a space
time. Our essential asswnption is the mea.r dependence of the Sitter's 
coordinate time 00 the time function of IIl;eW world !lines. The Lemat1lre 
solution aJptpeaIl1s then as a particutar case, corresponding ,to :radial geodesics 
and implying a canstalIlt rate of expansion. In the general, lOOn geodesic, 
case 0 centrifugal or centripetal acceleration appears along the world lines 
of isotropic expansion, depending upon the sign of a coostant of in1legI'ation; 
the expansion. of the spacelike part of the metric represents a dilation, alt
hough the form of the metric coefficien1lS is complicated by the fact that 
it depends upon both new variables, representing respectively time and dis-

. tance functions. 
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* 
* * 

We ta!ke the de Sitter line element in the form [1]: 

(1.1) 

where r is rthe ·radial ,variable, ... the cOQrctina:te time, 1)-, IP the cyclic coor
dinates. R is the d!iJstance from the origin to the »antipodaJ. point« of the 
Universe. We OOIliSider here only the ponderable Universe which corresponds 
to the part of (1.1) characterized by r<R. 

We study here ithe radial motions of virtual observers leaving the 
origin of cOOl1dinates. Their time ... ' is assumed to be of a retarded type 
with respect to ... : 

... ' = ... + II (r) (1.2) 

The mct that we !l"estrict oW1Sclves to radial motions only does !Dot affect 
the generality of our conclU1Sions because of the spherica:Hy forminvarialll.t 
charac~ of (1.1), where ,r represents simply the distance from a privileged 
observe!!" at Ithe origin to any evoot. Putting 

Xl = r, x2 = 1)-, :r} = lP, xl = ... 
x'l=r', X'4= ... ' x'2=l)-'. x'3=IP',' 

(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 

we obtaiID. by (1.2) fur the companents of the tangent unit vector ~" of the 
world lines ... ': 

"'v r2 r 1--
R2 lI'N2 

r 1--. R2 
(1.4) 

The orthogonal trajectories of (1.2) are apressed through a parameter \fJ 
which ;is itself a function of r': 

(1.5) 

The proper expansion tensor 1)-"11 for the world lines ... ' is the function. 
of the four velocity;" [2] 
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(1.6) 

where \l &notes covariant differentiation. We shall now calculate :the 
COIDponellits of 1)"11 with r~t to ,both coordinate systems (1.3a--b): 

(1.7a) 

1)'33 = 1)33, (1.7b) 

The remaining compo.nents of 1)'411 are equal to .zero. The oonditioo of ortho
gonallity of ~ 'lines with respect to ,;' ilines is: 

sa .iY.-=O axa 

Therefrom, taking into con;si.dcration (1.1) and (1.4) and returning to coordi
nates r, '; one Obtains: 

at =}l(l-~) at at R2 ar (1.6) 

We have thus, after some caJculus, dirom (1.1), (1.4) and (1.8), for ,the expan
sion tensor: 

... I 1 __ r
2 

V R2 
-1-P-,I2-(-1 -----:;"""2 )"""'2 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

We shaJJ. formulate the condition of isotropic apansion with respect 
to the world ,lines ,;', that is: 

(1.11) 

The second of the above equalities being automatically satisfied, (1.11) re
duces to one differential equation whose solution determines p. (r). Explicitly, 
(1.11) reads: 
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(1- ~)}l" + (1- ~:r }l'3 -+(1 + ;)}l=O (1.12) 

The general solution of that differential equation is: 

}l=±R r J (R2 
(1.13) 

There are now sev~ possibilities: 
1) Cl = O. Taking the positive sign in (1.12) and the pall"ticulatr value 

. C2 = - R In R for the additive constant we obtain 

and iirom (1.5) 

1"=f+ -RIo 1--1 ( r2 ) 
2 R2 

r 
r' = :eT;;/R;-:V7-=:::;r2;' 

1-
R2 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

The worldlllnes which correspond ,to ,the parameter 't" are geodesics. Putting 
a' = a, " = , we obtain a me element of the form 

(1.16 

which represents the well.Jmown Lemaitrefor..m [1] of Ithe de Sitter metric. 
It is easy .to verify that world dines (1.14) correspond to 1:he condition 
1}lii = COIlISt, whloh is equivalent to Cl = O. 

2) Cl > O. With .thls asswnption we obtain, putting a2 = C1R4 + 1, from 
(1.13) 

T'=T±_l RIU(O Vac-c.-;R2r2-+1 .) (1.17) 
2 ya2-CtR2 r2-1 

and, having solved (1.8), with the use of the new variable r = expo (~/aR): 

r'=O' e_1/a(Va2-C1R2r2-.1 )±{.(a+ Va2-CtR2r2)±fa (1.18) 
Va2 - C1R2r2+1 a-Va2-CzR2r2 

D and D' are new constants. Before formulating the line in Ithe terms of 
variables (1.17) and (1.18) we shall consider the third possibility. 

1 
3) 0 > Cl > -. Putting KJ = - Cl and b2 = 1-KlR4 one obtai:ns expres

R4 
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O=O'2b= I-b 
l+b 

(1.19) 

sions sim.i1aJr to (1.17) and (1.18). Then, choosing the palrticuJar values 
and negati'Ve expressions at the right hand: sides of (1.17) and (1.18) one 
finally obtaiIlls: 

T'=T + ~ Rln[(l- b) (1 + Vb2~R2(2)] 
2 (l + b)( I - V IJ2 + Kt R2 (2) 

(1.20) 

r'=-e-T1bR[(1 _. b) (1 + V b2 + Kt R2 r2)]/i;.(Vb2+KtR2r2 - b)} (1.21) 
(1 + b) (1- Vb2 + Kt R2 r2) Vb2+KtR2r2+ b 

which leads to a metric element of the {OIm: 

SdS'I= 1 {14b2 
r'2e2T '/bR (dr'2+ r'2(d'fr'2+sin2iJ'dcp'2)] _ 

(t'2e2T'/bR+ 1) Kt R2 

_ (r'2 e2 T'/bR _ 1)2 dT'2 } (1.22) 

The signs and the values of. the constants in (1.19) are chosen as to satisfy 
conditions 

T = ~ 't' = 't, r > 0 ~ 't' > 't 

a r' 
T'~R ~ < .. '~' 00, T' ~ 00), - > 0 

ar 

(1.23) 

which are natural; the nev tlme .. ' appealIlS to be hastened with respect to 
't, which 1s acceptable. 

* 
* * 

Let us consider the behaviour of the metric coefficients in (1.22). One 
obtains, from (1.20), (1.21), that: 

(2.1) 

One has from (1.22): 

, 4 b2 r'2 e2T'/bR 4 b2 

g 11 = Kt R2 (r'2 e 2T'lbR + 1)2 - Kt R2 (2 + r'lI e 2T'lbR 1 ) 
r'2 e 2T'/bR 

(2.2) 
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As the variables change inside the hypersphere r'2e1:r'lbR < 1 we obtain, for a fixed 
r', that g'll dilates with the iIIlcrease of .. '. But as the e~res5ion for g'll is 
in fact the multiplier of the whole iSpaceUke part of ,the metric (1.22), we 
conclude to the dilatation of space with respect to the world !lines .. '. Thf' 
rate of expansion does no more depend OJlIly JUpOn ,time as iIIl the case of 
the Lemaitre line element. A somewhat curious feature of the general solu· 
tion of the differential equation .(1.12) with respect· to chosen parametep:-s 
r', .. ' is that the maximal values they can take are ~eciJproca1ly Ilimited by 
the condition 0(2.1), from which the limit appears to be inside the »anti· 
podal« hypemurface r = R. The ,last metric coefficient is subjected! to con· 
traction, which means, in particular, that .. ' is, at the <lifrerence ftI'om the 
Lemattre metric, not (I'lLIlIling at the .same rate everywhere in iSjpscetime. 

We can remark that there is a particular solution for Kl = 1/R.4, but 
then ;" becomes an indete:mnilned vector, which means that :the world lines 
~" aTe light ray;s. 

The wortld J.ines of the coordinate time of :the LemaittI'e line element 
(1.16) are geodesios, where as ,the cQl1r~nding world lines of (1.22) are 
oot. A;s centrifugal! acceleration already appears along de Sitter's radial geo
desics ([3] IP. 58), let IUS examine the acoe1eration vector of the four velo
city ;": 

W" =;~ Vp;" (2.3) 

Taking into OOIlISideration (1.1), (1.4) and '(1.20) one obtains, for the radial 
component WJ, ,the only ~pacelike component to be different from zero: 

(2.4) 

Thus, the radial acceleration is iPositive along the worM liIIles .. '; the parti
cles are Isubjected to a centrifugal acceleration on those lines. In the case 
chalracterized lby Cl > 0, i.e. with a .. ' given by (1.17), the acceleration is 
negative or centripetal. So that case, being unrealistic, has to be dioScarded. 
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* 
* * 
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